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Classic and Modern Italian songs that are expressed by an Italian tenor who interprets the music through

his soul with PASSION... 11 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Love Songs, EASY LISTENING: Lounge

Details: Pasquale Esposito was born and raised in Naples, Italy. He comes from a large loving family that

has supported his passion for music. He developed his love for music at a young age while singing in the

church choir. While living in Italy, he enjoyed sharing his vocal gifts with others at local piano bars. His

performances at these intimate venues created an opportunity for Pasquale to develop and share his

prodigious vocal talents and his rich emotional side with his audience. Indeed, he is able to penetrate

right into the emotional heart of any song, classical or contemporary, with his warm tenor voice. Pasquale

transforms the spirit of crowds of all age groups with the sheer power of his unforgettable voice. In 1998,

Pasquale decided to immigrate to the United States where he would be able to further his goal of

becoming a professional singer and songwriter. He continues to touch the lives of many by singing at

Italian restaurants in the San Francisco Bay Area. Additionally, Pasquale performs at private functions

that include weddings, corporate events and social benefits. Regardless of the occasion, Pasquale has

always been capable of specifically catering to the needs of his clients and audience. Aside from his

regular performance schedule, Pasquale began to further his education by taking courses for a Bachelor

of Arts in Music at San Jose State University. He expects to graduate in 2006. Throughout his

coursework, Pasquale has received training from world-renown faculty who have developed Pasquale

both as an individual and as an artist. With this education, he now has a strong foundation on which to

share his knowledge and passion for music as a teacher. Furthermore, as a native of Italy, Pasquale

aspires not only to share his knowledge with his fellow classmates and faculty, but also to introduce the

rest of the community to his rich Italian culture. Pasquale's love of Italian language and culture is apparent
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in his released CD, titled "My Passion." The selection of the songs on this CD reveals Pasquale's

remarkable capacity to perform both classical and contemporary Italian standards. On his lastest released

CD, titled "My Destiny" Pasquale intends to continue exploring the power of the Italian language by

performing several American tracks in Italian. Through this recording, Pasquale demonstrates that his

creative nature is not bound by tradition. As a follow-up to "My Destiny," Pasquale will release his third

CD, titled "My Way" in 2006. This CD will be comprised solely of Pasquale's original compositions. This

will be the public's first opportunity to enjoy his imaginative and inspirational sides. Pasquale has primarily

focused his music by connecting to a certain audience. He is aware that, at present, there is a void for

artists that have fulfilled the needs and desires of the 30, 40, and 50 year olds. Indeed, Pasquale aspires

to capture the places once held by such artists as Julio Iglesius, Frank Sinatra and Neil Diamond. There

appears to be a market that is craving for an individual like Pasquale. Aware of this need, Pasquale has

continued to concentrate on seizing this large group of individuals. Pasquale has been preparing a

theatrical performance that will premier in California in 2005. This theatrical event will be an

unprecedented combination of dance, vocals, acting and passion. Pasquale anticipates that the success

of the show will be carried throughout the United States. Pasquale foresees expanding his success as a

singer, songwriter, and instructor. Pasquale plans to move from his present venues of intimate Italian

restaurants to larger spaces specifically designed for performance. By performing in larger, up-scaled

arenas, Pasquale will be able to transition to a higher level of presentation. Pasquale will thus continue to

share his passion and glorious gift for music with an ever-growing audience of devoted fans. With the

release of his upcoming CDs and DVDs, from the musical debut in California, Pasquale anticipates

greater exposure which will result in a larger recognition throughout the West Coast which will soon be

followed by a level of recognition nationally.
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